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Executive summary 

The level of graffiti vandalism in Wellington varies a lot from area to area, 
with some areas being mostly graffiti free, and others with significant 
concentrations. 

The "in-scope" score (that measures the level of graffiti on assets that the 
council is responsible for, or could clean) was 96 1. This is a nice increase 
on 94 in 2016, 93 in 2015, and a good increase on 90 in 2014, 86 in 2013 
and 79 in 2012. 

The ambient graffiti score (which ignores who is responsible for the asset, 
but just measures the graffiti present) was 88, up from 86 last year, 85 in 
2015 and from 75 in 2014, 77 in 2013, and 72 in 2012. This appears to 
be partly a direct result of a higher "in-scope" score, but also due to 
council partners playing their part. 

1 Note that the sample size has increased since last measure – from 60 sites to 90 – but 
as these new sites gave results not significantly different from the original 60, we are 
treating these results as comparable with the previous ones. 
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Background 

In February 2011 Tasman was commissioned to survey and record graffiti 
in Wellington's CBD. In March 2012, this was extended to cover the entire 
Wellington City Council area. The purpose of this was to measure the 
extent of graffiti in the city, and provide a benchmark against which 
performance change can be compared in the future. 

This report covers the 2017 wave of the entire city audit, conducted in 
late May 2017. (The others were in August 2012 and 2013, March 2014 
and May 2015 and 2016.) 
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Scope 

Graffiti vandalism is classified as being "in scope" or "out of scope". This 
depends on whether Wellington City Council is responsible for the asset 
vandalised (or has chosen to make themselves responsible for it - in the 
case of private fences facing parks). 

The following list is "in scope": 

 parks 

 cemeteries 

 playgrounds 

 skate parks 

 privately owned fences and walls bordering parks 

 privately owned residential street frontage (fences and walls immediately on 
the street) 

 carriage ways and footpath 

 traffic signal boxes 

 trees 

 planters 

 small businesses (such as dairies or takeaways, but excludes signage for 
these businesses, including advertising of products) 

 power poles 

 transport assets 

 community and recreation centres, libraries, museums (except Te Papa) and 
galleries 

 council buildings, such as administrative buildings, operational buildings and 
the town hall
	

 memorials
	

 leased buildings – including those leased to sports clubs
	

 electricity transformer boxes (this is a change since 2013)
	

Note that by increasing the "in-scope" list, the relevant score may go 
down, as the council is now responsible for more areas and assets. It is 
very positive that the council is taking this initiative (by adding electricity 
assets in the last year) AND that the "in-scope" score has gone up and 
remains up. 
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The next list of assets is excluded from the scope - that is, they are not 
the responsibility of Wellington City Council, although a measure was still 
obtained for them as well. 

 Adshel bus shelters 

 large commercial premises 

 government owned or leased property, such as Work and Income NZ offices 

 large residential premises owned by organisations, such as Housing 
Corporation
	

 bollards and other safety equipment used by roading contractors
	

 private houses
	

 telecommunication boxes
	

 commercial signage 


 Te Papa
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Approach 

The system used to classify levels of graffiti is based on the NI195 system 
used by many local authorities in the United Kingdom. (The NI195 system 
is itself based on an earlier one called BVPI199. The NI195 is an improved 
version, developed after feedback on the previous model.) 

The system involves selecting areas within the zone to be surveyed, and 
then grading them from “A” to “D” following a visual inspection. 

Within each of the five wards, 12 sites were selected for audit. They were 
a mixture of business, park and recreation sites, and residential. This split 
is used in the UK and other parts of New Zealand and helps ensure that 
the sites chosen are representative of the area. 

The locations selected remain the same from audit to audit, as this 
reduces the variation in the results. 

Grading of each location is done in the following manner: 

1. A 50 metre transect (line segment) is selected and the surveyor walks 
over it. The transects, where possible, are the centre of a road, or a 
path in a park or some other easily definable route. (With roads, the 
surveyor walks one side of the road, and then to other to complete the 
transect.) Any buildings or facilities (say, in a park) are included in the 
transect 

2. The area is photographed, with particular attention paid to any graffiti 
present 
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3. The area is graded according to the following scale, and assigned a 
corresponding value 

Rating Description Score 

A No graffiti is present in the area 100 

B+ 

Some graffiti is present at or near one part of the transect 
but it is minor in extent and many people passing through 
would not notice it 90 

B 

Some graffiti is present throughout the transect but it is 
minor in extent and many people passing through would 
not notice it 80 

B-
Graffiti is clearly visible to people at one part of the 
transect, but the rest is (mostly) clear 50 

C 
Graffiti is present throughout the transect and it would be 
clearly visible to people passing through 25 

D 

Graffiti is extensive over a large part of the transect and is 
clearly visible and obtrusive to people passing through. 
Some is visible from any point on the transect 0 

Three grades are assigned to each area – one that rates the graffiti in 
terms of Wellington City Council’s responsibilities ("in scope"), one that 
rates it in terms of assets not covered by Wellington City Council ("out of 
scope"), and the last which is an overall “ambient” score, that rates the 
level of graffiti regardless of where it is and what it is on. 
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Example of calculations 

The table below shows an example of how the scores are calculated. 

Each location is given a grade from A to D, and assigned the relevant 
score, from 100 (high) to zero (low). 

Notice that the overall score (the far right column) is the lower of the two 
component scores ("in scope" and "out of scope".) Occasionally the 
ambient score is even lower. If both the "in scope" and "out of scope" 
ratings are B+, the ambient one is a B. 

In scope Out of scope Overall ambient 
Grading Score Grading Score Grading Score 
B- 50 B+ 90 B- 50
	
C 25 B- 50 C 25
	
B 80 B 80 B 80
	
B- 50 B- 50 C 25
	
B- 50 A 100 B- 50
	
A 100 A 100 A 100
	
B 80 A 100 B 80
	
B+ 90 A 100 B+ 90
	
B+ 90 C 25 C 25
	

68 77 58 

The following examples may help illustrate the rating system. 

The transect above is rated B+ because there is some on the inside of the 
bus shelter. It is the only graffiti in the transect and it wouldn’t be 
noticeable to many people passing through the area. 
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The transect below is rated C – graffiti is clearly visible to anyone passing 
through the area, and throughout the transect. 

The example below is a “D” – graffiti is extensive over a large part of the 
transect and is likely to be clearly visible and obtrusive to people passing 
through. Some is visible from any point on the transect. (There is also 
some out of shot to the left and right.) 

This is in a Wilson's carpark, and so "out-of-scope" when the photo was 
taken. It's a good example of an "A" area in terms of council responsibility 
but one that is a "D" in terms of ambience. (Note that this photo is 
several years old - there were no "D" results this year.) 
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The results 

Overall, the "in scope" Wellington City Council score was 96 out of a 
possible 100 for May 2017, up from last year when it was 94 and the 
year before that it was 93. It was 90 in 2014, and August 2013 when it 
was 86. (In 2012 it was 79 and in 2011 it was 83.) 

The "out of scope" score (partially driven by other organisations' assets, 
and graffiti in places where council removal was impossible) was 93, the 
same as last year. It had hovered around the mid-80s for several years, 
so this is a good improvement. Part of the credit must go to the council 
working closely with their partners to achieve prompt removal of graffiti 
on non-council assets. 

The combined ambient score is 89, also up from last year when it was 
86, and 85 the year before that. This is a fourteen-point increase on 2014 
when it was 75. In 2013 it was 77, and in August 2012 it was 72. 

While there were a few sites where there was glaring examples of graffiti 
vandalism, most graffiti was small and unobtrusive. The majority of sites 
were graded either "B" or better, meaning the graffiti was not obvious, 
and unlikely to be noticed by many people passing through the area. 

Also, 38 of the 60 sites audited were "A" (no graffiti at all) which is up 
from last year (31) and 2014 when it was only 20. 

There was not a single “D” result in this study, whereas in 2014 there 
were four in very prominent areas. 
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Assets belonging to other companies or organisations were also noted 
targets for graffiti, and a strategy for dealing with these may be worth 
looking at. (They are currently "out of scope".) 
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Signage, telecommunication and electrical assets make up a lot of the 
"out-of-scope" graffiti. Again, this might be more difficult to resolve, but a 
strategy is worth considering. 
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Contractor assets also have vandalism present on them. In cases like this, 
the contractors could be encouraged to only use assets with no graffiti, 
and the hire company to clean their assets if they are a preferred council 
supplier. 

(This photo is from 2014 - we haven’t seen any examples of this since, 
which may indicate the problem isn't that bad.) 

Below is what we call “engineering graffiti”. There is quite a bit of this 
across the city. 
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Results by ward 

For the third time, all five wards have in-scope results above 80, and in 
fact all are now 90 or above. 

An ambient score of 50 indicates a level of graffiti similar to the rail 
corridor. 80 is acceptable, but above 90 is preferable. The Southern and 
Lambton wards stand out with their great improvement to their ambient 
scores since 2012. 

In Auckland, as the council cleaned up its assets, so other organisations 
improved their response, and there was less graffiti as a result. This 
seems to have taken place in Wellington in the Southern ward, due both 
to the council's direct approaches, and also the indirect "halo" effect. 

Comparing the 2012 results to the 2017 results, we can see this is a 
fantastic improvement. (Increases of more than five points have been 
highlighted in green.) 

In scope Out of scope Ambient 

2012 2017 2012 2017 2012 2017 
Northern 86  94 98  97 84  91 
Eastern 85  99 98  97 84  96 
Southern 68  99 68  95 52  94 
Lambton 60  90 81  90 55  81 
Onslow 94  97 91  86 85  82 

Overall 79  96 87  93 72  89 

2017 

In scope Out of scope Ambient 
Northern 94 97 91 

Eastern 99 97 96 
Southern 99 95 94 
Lambton 90 90 81 
Onslow 97 86 82 

Overall 96 93 89 
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2016 

In scope Out of scope Ambient 
Northern 94 98 93 

Eastern 98 94 92 
Southern 89 95 84 
Lambton 95 81 77 
Onslow 95 92 85 

Overall 94 92 86 

2015 

In scope Out of scope Ambient 
Northern 93 97 89 
Eastern 93 94 88 
Southern 88 93 78 
Lambton 94 86 80 
Onslow 98 93 92 

Overall 93 93 85 

2014 

In scope Out of scope Ambient 
Northern 88 93 82 
Eastern 90 89 79 
Southern 81 77 65 
Lambton 92 71 64 
Onslow 98 88 86 

Overall 90 84 75 

2012 

In scope Out of scope Ambient 
Northern 86 98 84 
Eastern 85 98 84 
Southern 68 68 52 
Lambton 60 81 55 
Onslow 94 91 85 

Overall 79 87 72 
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Northern 

The Northern Ward has kept its "in-scope" score above 90 for a third year 
(94), and the ambient is now 91. This is a good improvement from a few 
years ago, though there are still little bits here and there. 
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Lambton 

Lambton improved hugely between 2014 and 2015, although seems to 
have dropped back a bit. The "in-scope" score is now 90 (95 last year, 94 
before that), and the ambient score is 81, up a little from last year. 
However, in 2014 it was 64, so there’s been good changes since then. 
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Southern 

Southern continues to improve and the in-scope score this year is a 
fantastic 99 (89 last year and 88 the year before that) and the ambient 
score is 94 (up from 84 last year). 
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Onslow 

Onslow has the biggest difference between ambient and in-scope, which 
means that the council service providers are doing a good job in an area 
with quite a bit of graffiti. 

It's very good for in-scope (97 – up slightly from 95 last year) but an 
ambient of 82 isn't great. These two figures show that most of what's left 
is out-of-scope. It's the only ward that hasn't really improved much in the 
last few years, but was already reasonably good in terms of in-scope. 

In the first photo below, attempts to clean the sign were unsuccessful 
(and note that this is out-of-scope) and the owner has not responded to 
requests to clean or replace it. 
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Eastern 

Eastern used to be very close to the overall city average, but is now 
significantly above it. Its ambient score has moved from 79 in 2015 to 99 
now. 

The first photo is a good example of some prominent graffiti that is 
unlikely to ever be removed, and yet the council can do nothing about it 
directly. 
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Results by type of location 

All three types of area measured showed some improvement in the last 
year. Commercial is a combination of local shops (corner dairies), 
shopping centres and small commercial premises. Only immediate (and 
easy to reach) street frontage is "in scope". 

2017 

In scope Out of scope Ambient 
Streets 96 94 89 
Parks 97 96 93 
Commercial 94 91 83 

Overall 95 93 88 

2016 

In scope Out of scope Ambient 
Streets 98 95 93 
Parks 94 91 85 
Commercial 91 91 81 

Overall 94 92 86 

2015 

In scope Out of scope Ambient 
Streets 96 96 91 
Parks 92 91 83 
Commercial 92 91 82 

Overall 93 93 85 

2013 

In scope Out of scope Ambient 
Streets 89 89 81 
Parks 85 89 79 
Commercial 83 84 71 

Overall 86 88 77 
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Other types of graffiti 

Four types of graffiti were apparent in the survey. 

1. Spray-painted or marker-drawn tags. These make up at least 
90 per cent of the graffiti vandalism 

2. Etching. This consists of scratching a tag (usually repeated on the 
same spot to enhance the effect). This was excluded from the 
study, although there was not very much of it 

3. Stickers. This is a tag pre-written on a sticker, which is then placed 
on the desired surface. This is included as graffiti vandalism 
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4. "Engineering graffiti". This is legal graffiti, but is nonetheless 
damaging to the ambience of the area. This type was not included 
in the study, but was present in several places. It may be worth 
looking at a substitute for the spray paint they use (chalk, raddle) 
or enforcing the clean-up provisions of the contract 

Why is the contractor not required to remove the damage to the 
pavers? If a private citizen did this, they would be prosecuted. 

It doesn't seem onerous on a contractor to remove their work 
marks after they have finished. It should be part of their contract, 
and a condition of the permission to dig up council assets. 
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Comparison with the UK 

While there are some differences between this study and the official 
NI195 (mainly relating to transect selection and location, the number of 
transects and the weighting applied to the various grades) the resultant 
scores are broadly comparable. 

The overall NI195 benchmark for the UK is 96 out of 100 (although the 
actual average is 92.) If the same weightings were applied in Wellington, 
Wellington City Council’s in-scope score would be 97. (In agreement with 
Wellington City Council, we used slightly different weightings to give a 
more sensitive result.) 

See http://cleanliness-indicator.defra.gov.uk/what.aspx for more 
information. 

(The NI195 actually uses a positive score to indicate the presence of 
graffiti, so the lower the better – it has been reversed for ease of 
comparison.) 

Note also that the UK results include some local authorities with 
substantial rural catchments which tend to have better results than cities. 

As comparisons, Lewes District Council, in the UK, has a target of 99 and 
in fact scored just above that in their 08/09 survey. Bristol scored 97, 
Bromley and Lewisham (both London boroughs) scored 88 and 94 
respectively, both Newcastle upon Tyne and Blackpool scored 93 and 
Milton Keynes 94. 

Another point to note is that the NI195 doesn’t require the sites to be 
kept confidential. In fact, local authorities are recommended to ’scout’ 
each of the target wards before surveying. This means managers can 
consistently focus attention on the sites with the worst standards, and so 
by the fourth or fifth measure the majority of sites were either clean, or 
only lightly affected. 

Again, in agreement with Wellington City Council, we decided that a 
confidential list of sites would produce fairer results, rather than allowing 
contractors access to the site list. 
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